Is Your Website the Victim of a
PANDA OR PENGUIN UPDATE?
So you think your website may have been hit by Panda or Penguin? Google releases so many algorithm updates every
year, and it can be difficult to know if your website was affected (and by which one). This flowchart will help you
determine if your website may have been affected by an update, and diagnose which one may have been the cause.

Is your site registered
with Google Webmaster
Tools?
A manual action is
an action taken by
Google manually, by a
human, who identifies
potentially spammy
inbound links. While
this is NOT part of the
Penguin algorithm
update, it’s important
to fix the problem
ASAP and then file a
reconsideration request.

Register your site with
Google Webmaster
Tools. This will help
you receive important
notifications and
information from
Google in the future.

NO

YE S

Do you have any manual
action notifications in
Google Webmaster Tools?

Y ES

To learn more about
manual actions, visit this
article:

NO

http://searchengineland.
com/google-nowreports-practically-allmanual-actions-136822

Check your analytics.

Did your organic traffic
suddenly drop?

NO

YE S

Is the organic traffic drop
only from Google traffic?

NO

YE S

Pinpoint the
approximate date of the
dramatic drop.

Visit Moz’s Google
Algorithm History page at:
http://moz.com/googlealgorithm-change

Does your traffic drop
date range correspond
with a recorded algorithm
update?

Y ES , PA NDA

You have likely not been
the victim of a Panda or
Penguin update.

YE S, PE NG U IN

You may have been
penalized in a Panda
update.

You may have been
penalized in a Penguin
update.

Use Google Analytics
to identify which pages
were affected with the
biggest traffic drops.

Look at the links in
Webmaster Tools that
Google has identified for your
site. Visit a few... do they
appear to be spammy sites?

Copy some text (1-2
sentences) from one
of those pages and run
an exact match search
(using quotes around the
text) in Google for it.

NO

YE S

Consult with an expert
quickly to determine
best next steps to fix
the problem. Also refer
to this post for tips on
how to approach fixing
inbound link issues:

NO

Use Copyscape’s
Comparison tool to
compare your page to
another page containing
your text.

http://searchengineland.
com/google-disavowinglinks-removal-138149

Choose
another page
to compare.

http://copyscape.com/
compare.php

Is the overlap of content
between your page and the
other page significant?

NO

Y ES

You may be a victim of
Panda. Consult with an
expert to determine
next steps and refer to
this page for help with
recovery efforts:
http://searchengineland.
com/how-to-recoverwhen-your-content-isstolen-171017

Design and content by:

Using other inbound
link tools like Open Site
Explorer, examine the
inbound links to your site and
visit those pages. Do they
appear to be spammy sites?

YE S

You may have been
a victim of a Penguin
update.

Does the copied content
appear on other websites
showing in Google results?

Y ES

However, if you’re
experiencing sudden
major drops in traffic,
there may be other
issues at play. Consult
an expert to help you
pinpoint the cause and
determine a course of
action.

in conjunction with:

NO

